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Deep Experience of Mathematics

• as exploration and problem-solving
• as an empirical science
• as a community activity
• as mathematicians experience it

Teachers experiencing mathematics

• emphasis on learning and doing mathematics
• strengthening mathematical habits of mind
• low threshold, high ceiling
• deeply personal engagement in mathematical

ideas

Key Features



Beliefs about the

Nature of Mathematics
• Mathematics is natural

– The empirical nature of mathematics
– People do mathematics naturally

• Mathematics exists independent of us
– We can perform experiments, explore, and investigate
– We can test ideas and decide for ourselves

• Experience precedes formality
– Definitions and theorems are capstones
– Language is a tool for coming to terms with experience

• Mathematics is the study of structure
– Operations, order
– Shape
– Continuity
– Transformation

• Mathematics is the art of figuring things out



Claims / Questions

Experiences of “immersion” in mathematics have the
following impact on teachers:

 Teachers’ beliefs and attitudes about mathematics will
change.

• Mathematics as a part of nature / a language / a tool / an art.

• Mathematics is built around ideas with multiple threads
connecting those ideas

• Mathematics is the art of figuring things out / sense-making /
exploring / asking questions.



 Teachers’ beliefs and attitudes about themselves as 
teachers of mathematics will change.

 Mathematics as a professional / community / individual
activity.

 Mathematics as a lifelong learning experience.

 “Advanced mathematics” as an accessible learning experience

 Look for the big ideas and arrange classrooms accordingly

Claims / Questions



 Teachers’ beliefs and attitudes about their students as
learners of mathematics will change.

 All students can achieve at high levels in mathematics;

 Students can enjoy doing mathematics;

 Teachers gain deeper insight into how students think / reason /
learn and solve problems;

 Teachers learn the “meaning” of student questions and develop
strategies for mining student ideas;

Claims / Questions



A Few Questions

– What are the key parameters of a “deep mathematical experience”?
• mix of mathematics and pedagogy
• Beliefs about mathematics -- Body of knowledge vs. Habits of Mind
• “duration” of the experience?

– Who are these experiences for?  (All teachers?  Leaders?)

– Do/How do these experiences transfer to the classroom?

– What impact do mathematics-focused school communities have on teacher
professionalism and on recruitment and retention?

– Experimentation with various forms of immersion
• Teacher Institutes
• Math circles and study groups

– What is the role of mathematicians?

– How do these strategies generalize to the other sciences?


